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This paper investigates for the presence of a New Keynesian Phillips
(nkpc) curve in Hungary in the period 1981:3–2006:2. The empirical
model we test features forward-looking firms who pre-set prices for a cou-
ple of periods ahead, usingCalvo (1983) pricing rule.We also estimate a hy-
brid version of nkpc, where some of the firms are backward looking, and
others are forward-looking in their price-setting behaviour. Real marginal
costs and forward-looking behaviour are statistically significant and quan-
titatively important in the nkpc. However, there are some econometric is-
sues to be considered, such as the weak identification of the parameters of
the structural nkpc as well as those of the hybrid nkpc.
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Introduction
This paper investigates for the presence of a New Keynesian Phillips
(nkpc) curve in Hungary in the period 1981:3–2006:2. Hungary is a
unique case among the transition economies as a country that traded
freely withWestern European countries even before the fall of the social-
ist regime, and thus is an interesting case of study. Under that regime,
export firms had to use market prices in order to be competitive and
gain market share in Western Europe. In that sense, we can regard the
behaviour of exporting firms as closely resembling the behaviour of a
profit-maximizingWestern firmoperating in a competitive environment.
Therefore, we will adopt models developed for the us to study the dy-
namics of inflation in this transition country.
Given the enormous literature on the subject, the paper will not pro-

vide a detailed overview of the topic; instead, the interested reader is re-
ferred to the recent study in Vasicek (2011) and the references therein.
The study follows the methodology proposed by Gali and Gertler (1999),
who claim that a potential source of inflation may be the sluggish adjust-
ment of realmarginal costs tomovements in output. The empiricalmodel
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tested features forward-looking firms who pre-set prices for a couple of
periods ahead, using Calvo (1983) pricing rule. In addition, measures of
real marginal cost are used instead of the old-fashioned output gap. The
reason is that marginal costs are a better proxy for the impact of the pro-
ductivity gains on inflation, which the ad hocmeasure output gapmisses.
A hybrid version of nkpc, where some of the firms are backward look-
ing, and others are forward-looking in their price-setting behaviour, is
also estimated.
Despite the presence of a substantive literature on the subject of nkpc

in Hungary (Menyhert 2008; Vasicek 2011; Franta, Saxa, and Smidkova
2010), earlier studies either take a much shorter time span (Menyhert
2008; Vasicek 2011), or focus on inflation persistence (Franta, Saxa, and
Smidkova 2010). In this paper the emphasis is on the transition expe-
rience of Hungarian economy (hence the time period that is chosen),
and not on inflation forecasting. In addition, the paper touches upon the
problem of weak identification, which previous studies do not discuss.
Therefore, given the different focus of the paper, the results from earlier
studies are not directly comparable.
The paper is organized as follows: the second section describes Gali

and Gertler’s (1999) approach and, thus provides a brief review of the
theory that gave rise to the new Phillips curve, and discusses some ex-
isting empirical results. The third Section contains the estimates of the
new Phillips curve. In the fourth section, the model is extended to al-
low for backward-looking firms and results of a so-called ‘hybrid Phillips
curve’ are presented. The fifth section concludes.

The New Phillips Curve: Background Theory and Evidence
The setup of the model features monopolistically competitive firms who
face some constraints on price adjustments. The price adjustment rule is
time-dependent – every period a fraction 1/X of firms set their prices for
X periods ahead in the spirit of Taylor (1980). In order to keep track of the
histories of all firms we use Calvo pricing (1983) rule, which simplifies the
aggregation problem: in any given period, each firm has a fixed probabil-
ity 1−θ that it may adjust its price during that period. Therefore, the aver-
age time overwhich a price is fixed is given by (1−θ)∑∞k=0 kθk−1 = 1/(1−θ).
Another common assumption is that themonopolistically competitive

firm faces a constant price elasticity of demand curve. Then, Gali and
Gertler (1999) show that the aggregate price level pt evolves as a convex
combination of the lagged price level pt−1 and the optimal reset price pt*
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(the price selected by firms that are able to change the price at period t).
Therefore, the pricing rule takes the following form:

pt = θpt−1 + (1 − θ)pt*. (1)

Let mcnt be the firm’s marginal costs (as a percentage deviation from
the steady state) and β denotes the discount factor. Each firm chooses a
price at t to maximize expected discounted profits subject to the Calvo
pricing rule, so the optimal reset price is:

pt* = (1 − βθ)
∞∑

k=0

(βθ)kEt{mcnt+k}. (2)

Now let πt = ptpt−1 denote the inflation rate. Combining (1) and (2),
Gali and Gertler (1999) obtain the following equation for the inflation
dynamics, or the ‘traditional forward-looking New Keynesian Phillips
curve.’

πt = λmct + βEt{πt+1}, (3)

where λ = (1−θ)(1−βθ)/θ depends on the frequency of price θ adjustment
and the discount factor β. Iterating forward for inflation they obtain

πt = λ

∞∑

k=0

βkEt{mcnt+k} < ∞. (4)

Therefore, the theory says inflation is a discounted stream of expected
future marginal costs. Note that the sum above is finite due to the dis-
counting effect and the assumption that marginal costs are bounded in
each time period.
Traditional Phillips curve emphasizes the use of a proxy for real activ-

ity, namely the ‘output gap,’ or the observed gdp series less of a trend.
In other words, this is a measure, which shows how current gdp differs
from the potential one. It is obtained by taking logs from the series, sea-
sonally adjusting the quarterly series, differencing to eliminate the unit
root and applying the Hodrick-Prescott filter so that we express it as a
percentage change from the steady state. Thus, mct = kxt, where k is the
elasticity of the marginal cost. Plugging the expression above into the in-
flation equation, we obtain

πt = λkxt + βEt{πt+1}. (5)
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Substituting forward, the resulting expression becomes

πt = λk
∞∑

k=0

βkEt{mcnt+k}. (6)

It is widely known fact that conventional measures of the output gap
contain a substantial amount of measurement errors. That is primarily
because the theoretical measure of ‘natural level’ of output is not an ob-
servable. The gap is estimated by fitting a smooth deterministic trend
and subtracting it from the series. This trend fitting itself involves mea-
surement error. Depending on whether supply or demand shocks are
predominant in the economy, estimation could lead to counter-intuitive
signs of the coefficients.
Gali and Gertler (1999) concentrate on obtaining a measure for real

marginal costs, estimated in a way that it is consistent with theory. Their
theory is used as a guide for the estimation in this paper: Output is as-
sumed to be produced by A Cobb-Douglas production function, Yt =

AtK
αk
t Nαn

t , where At denotes total factor productivity, Kt capital, and
Nt labour. Real marginal cost (mc) is the ratio of the real wage to the
marginal product of labour (mpl). Thus, mct = (Wt/Pt)(∂Yt/∂Nt) =
St/αn, where St = (WtNt/PtYt is the labour income share. Using lower-
case letters to denote percent deviation from the steady state, the formula
becomes mct = st. That measure is obtained by first taking natural logs
from the series and then applying the Hodrick-Prescott filter to it. This
series, as well as the series for inflation, is stationary: Dickey-Fuller test
rejects the presence of a unit root at 1 level of significance.
After plugging the expression for real mc into the inflation equation,

we obtain

πt = λst + βEt{πt+1}. (7)

Since this is a rational expectations (re) model, the forecast of πt+1 is
uncorrelatedwith any of the variables in the information set, i.e. variables
in time t or earlier. This leads to the following moment condition

Et{(πt − λst − βπt+1)zt} = 0, (8)

where zt is a vector composed of the variables taken from the information
set, which are orthogonal to the inflation surprise. Themoment condition
above is used to estimate the model using the Generalized Method of
Moments (gmm).
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table 1 Reduced-Form Estimates

Proxy for real mc β λ J-statistic p-value

ln_ulc_hp . –. . .

(.) (.)

ln_shlabor_hp . . . .

(.) (.)

dlgdp_sa_hp . –. . .

(.) (.)

notes N = 100, df = 7.

An important reason why gmm estimation is used is that non-linear
least squares (nlls) will give biased and inconsistent estimates since
corr(πt, πt+1) � 0, and thus corr(εt , πt+1), which violates one of the under-
lying assumptions for using nlls. Note that using nlls-iv estimation
with homoscedasticity assumption and no autocorrelation yields exactly
the gmm orthogonality condition.
The data used is quarterly for Hungary over the period 1981:3–2006:2.

Estimation results are presented in the next section. For st, natural loga-
rithm of the labour income share is used. Inflation is measured as a per-
centage change in the Consumer Price Index (cpi), seasonally adjusted
and differenced in order to eliminate the unit root in the series. The in-
strument set includes four lags of inflation, the labour income share, the
output gap, the long-short interest rate spread, wage inflation and the
growth in money supply (m1 aggregate).

The New Phillips Curve: Estimation

We first estimate the reduced from equation, which involves only λ and
β, but not the structural parameter θ, which was the measure of price
rigidity. In addition, Appendix 1 checks the identification of the model
parameters. Three cases are considered, with log of cyclical component of
unit labour costs (ln_ulc_hp), log of cyclical component of the labour
share (ln_shlabor_hp), and the differenced log of seasonally adjusted
output gap (dlgdp_sa_hp), respectively, as a proxy for real marginal
costs. Results are provided in table 1, where the Newey-West estimate of
the covariance matrix was used to provide robust standard errors.
Neither the coefficient on the real marginal costs, nor the estimate of

the discount factor β is statistically significant. The last result, however,
is in line with Gali and Gertler’s (1999) findings for us: using output gap
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table 2 Estimates of the New Keynesian Phillips Curve

mc proxy used θ β λ J-stat p-value

ln_ulc_hp () . . –. . .

(.) (.) (.)

() . .  . .

(.) (.) (.)

ln_shlabor_hp () . . . . .

(.) (.) (.)

() . . . . .

(.) (.) (.)

dlgdp_sa_hp () . . . . .

(.) (.) (.)

() . . –. . .

(.) (.) (.)

notes (1) Case 1. (2) Case 2. N = 100, df = 7.

should not generate a nkpc when quarterly data was used. In order to
recover the structural estimate of θ non-linear instrumental gmm was
also estimated. Fuhrer andMoore (1995) show that in small samples gmm
is sensitive to the nature of normalization of the orthogonality conditions.
In this paper the ones used by Gali and Gertler (1999) are used:

Et{(θπt − (1 − θ)(1 − βθ)st − θβπt+1)zt} (9)

and

Et{(πt − θ−1(1 − θ)(1 − βθ)st − βπt+1)zt} (10)

Their claim is that (9) minimizes non-linearities, while in (10) the co-
efficient of inflation in the current period is restricted to be one. We do
each specification for (log) labour share, (log) unit labour costs and out-
put gap.
The results are reported in table 2, where cases [1] and [2] denote spec-

ifications (9) and (10), respectively. The first two columns give the esti-
mates of the structural parameters θ and β, and the third provides the es-
timate for λ. Standard errors for λ were obtained using the delta method.
J-statistic for over-identifying restrictions is also provided. At 5 level of
significance, the model is always correctly specified.
The two specifications yield some heterogeneity in the results: the esti-
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mate of θ is unity (all the firms adjust), 0.3 in the case of log-labour income
share, and 0.4 in the regression with the output gap. The estimates for λ
and β are in the majority of the cases not statistically different from zero.
Generally, estimates are very sensitive to the gmm normalization pro-

cedure, and sometimes to the initial values chosen. The problemwas that
the program gives highly negative and statistically significant β, which is
in conflict with the economic logic. The reason is that the reduced form
model is identified, while the structural one is not. The latter has multi-
ple solutions, and that is formally shown in the appendix. Therefore doing
Continuous Updating (cu) will not solve the problem. Using Maximum
Likelihood Estimation (mle) is also of no help since the identification
issue is not solved. Mavroeidis (2007) points out that Wald and lr test
are not robust to failure of the identification assumption. That is a seri-
ous issue to be considered for all Neo-Keynesian economists who have
nkpc equation in their models. In a very recent working paper, Boug,
Cappelen, and Swensen (2007) show that the estimate surface is flat; this
finding is a sign of a weak identification. Hendry (2004) also advises that
nkpc specification be used with caution.
In the other camp, Martins and Gabriel (2005) try to save the model

by using Generalized Empirical likelihood. Stock andWright (2000) de-
velop confidence set estimation to fix weak identification. They admit,
however, encountering problems with fixing Wald statistics. It is worth
noting that Gali andGertler (1999) do not discuss this econometric prob-
lem. They onlymention several other reasons thatmay cause the estimate
of θ, to have an upward bias. The first one is statistical: ourmeasures of the
real marginal cost are just proxies, and thus contain measurement error.
Thus, the parameter λ is biased towards zero, and appears insignificant,
while in reality mc is an important factor for determining inflation. The
second reason lies in the theory, which serves as a basis for the model.
It assumes a constant mark-up of prices over mc. If mark-up is allowed
to vary over the business cycle, however, then price setting becomes less
sensitive to mc, and this explains why λ is not statistically significant as
well. In a recent paper, Gali, Gertler, and Lopez-Salido (2005) still claim
their results are robust, again failing to mention the identification issue.
In the next section, an alternative, called ‘hybrid’ nkpc, is considered.

It is a more sophisticated model of inflation dynamics. Unfortunately,
much of the criticism in the paragraphs above is relevant for the hybrid
version, as the problem of weak identification is even bigger in that spec-
ification.
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Hybrid Phillips Curve

Inflation in data features a significant amount of inertia. Thus, in this
sectionwe extend the basicCalvomodel, and allow for inertia in inflation.
Now the environment includes two groups of firms – not only forward-
looking, but also backward-looking ones. The latter use a rule of thumb
(behave in an adaptive way) when setting prices. In this case, we can see
what share of firms is not optimizing, and therefore not acting rationally.
We the share of the backward-looking firms is denoted by ω. The ag-

gregate price level now evolves according to the following formula

pt = θpt−1 + (1 − θ)pt*, (11)

where pt* is an index of the prices that were reset in period t. Let pft de-
note the price set by a forward-looking firm at t and ptt the price set by
a backward-looking firm. Then the index of the newly set prices may be
expressed as

pt* = (1 − ω)pft + ωpbt . (12)

Accordingly, pft may be expressed as

pft = (1 − βθ)
∞∑

k=0

(βθ)kEt{mcnt+k}. (13)

Gali and Gerler derive a rule based on the recent pricing behaviour of
the competitors as

pbt = pt−1* + πt−1. (14)

Then they obtain the hybrid Phillips curve by combining (13) and (14),

πt = λmct + γfEt{πt+1} + γbπt−1, (15)

where λ = (1 − ω)(1 − θ)(1 − βθ)φ−1, γf = βθφ−1, γb = ωφ−1, and φ =
θ + ω[1 − θ(1 − β)].
Note that when ω = 0, this means that all the firms are forward-

looking, and we are back to the nkpc. While the reduced form in this
case is identified, the hybrid nkpc is adds another dimension of non-
linearity and makes the identification problem even more severe.
Next, we provide the estimates of the empirical hybrid nkpc and eval-

uate its overall performance. Log labour share is again used as a measure
of mc. To check for robustness, the regression is run with unit labour
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table 3 Hybrid nkpc Reduced-Form Estimates

Mc proxy used γf γb λ J-stat p-value

ln_ulc_hp . . –. . .

(.) (.) (.)

ln_shlabor_hp . . –. . .

(.) (.) (.)

dlgdp_sa_hp . . . . .

(.) (.) (.)

notes N = 100, df = 6.

costs and output gap as well. Appendix 2 checks the identification of the
model parameters. In this case, the model takes the following form

πt = λst + γfEt{πt+1} + γbπt−1 + εt. (16)

As seen from table 3, the gamma coefficients are not significant, while
lambda estimates are. However, their sign is negative, which makes no
economic sense. Still, the J-test does no reject the null of correct specifi-
cation.
The paper then proceeds with the structural estimation procedure us-

ing again non-linear instrumental gmm estimator. As in the previous
sections, two alternatives are presented, where the first specificationmin-
imizes non-linearities, while the second restricts the coefficient of infla-
tion in the current period to one.

Et{(φπt − (1 − ω)(1 − θ)(1 − βθ)st − θβπt+1)zt} = 0. (17)

Et{(πt − (1 − ω)(1 − θ)(1 − βθ)φ−1st − θβφ−1πt+1)zt} = 0. (18)

Results are provided in table 4, where [1] and [2] denote specifications
(17) and (18), respectively. The automatic choice of the Newey-West co-
variance matrix provided robust standard errors.
The estimate of θ is almost everywhere 1, except for the case where the

output gap is used, where it is 0.64. All other coefficients are not signif-
icant, with the exception for the regression with unit labour cost. That
equation, however, gives puzzling results because the share of forward-
looking firms is negative, whichmakes no economic sense. Still, the J-test
confirms that the model is correctly specified.
The effect of the output gap was also found to be zero by Roberts (1997;

1999) when quarterly data are used, while Fuhrer (1997) obtains a signif-
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table 4 Estimates of the New Hybrid Phillips Curve

mc proxy ω θ β γf γb λ J-stat p-value

(a) () . . –. . –. –.

(.) (.) (.) (.) (.) (.) . .

() . . . . . –.

(.) (.) (.) (.) (.) (.) . .

(b) () . . –. . –. .

(.) (.) (.) (.) (.) (.) . .

() . . . . . –.

(.) (.) (.) (.) (.) (.) . .

(c) () . . –. . –. .

(.) (.) (.) (.) (.) (.) . .

() . . . . . .

(.) (.) (.) (.) (.) (.) . .

notes (a) ln_ulc_hp. (b) ln_shlabor_hp. (c) dlgdp_sa_hp. (1) Case 1. (2)
Case 2. N = 100, df = 6.

icant effect of the output gap in a model with many restrictions. One ex-
planation, aside from the identification issue, is that compared to the us,
Hungary is a small open economy, so firms take international prices as
given. In a regime of free trade, those firms have to adjust quickly and act
in a very competitive environment, as compared to the us firms, which
may be acting indeed as monopolistically competitive producers and can
afford to run a band of inaction. Indeed, the degree of backwardness is not
statistically different from 0, andmark-up is seriously squeezed (theoret-
ically equals the transportation costs of the foreign import companies).

Conclusion
This paper investigated for the presence of a New Keynesian Phillips
(nkpc) curve in Hungary in the period 1981:3–2006:2. The study fol-
lowed the methodology proposed by Gali and Gertler (1999), who claim
that a potential source of inflation may be the sluggish adjustment of
real marginal costs to movements in output. The empirical model tested
featured forward-looking firms who pre-set prices for a couple of peri-
ods ahead, using Calvo (1983) pricing rule. In addition, measures of real
marginal cost were used instead of the old-fashioned output gap. The rea-
son was that marginal costs are a better proxy for the impact of the pro-
ductivity gains on inflation, which the ad hocmeasure output gapmisses.
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A hybrid version of nkpc, where some of the firms are backward look-
ing, and others are forward-looking in their price-setting behaviour, was
also estimated. However, there are some econometric issues to be consid-
ered, such as the weak identification of the parameters of the structural
nkpc as well as those of the hybrid nkpc.
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Appendix 1 New Keynesian Phillips Curve Identification
We want to show whether E(gt(δ)) = 0 only at δ = δ0, where δ = (λ =
(1 − θ)(1 − βθ)/βθ).
We need to consider two sub-cases:

1. The reduced-form case
gt(δ) = zt•(πt − λst − βEtπt+1 + λost + β0Etπt+1 − λ0st − β0Etπt+1)

= zt•εt − zt•(λ − λ0)st − zt•(β − β0)Etπt+1.
Therefore, E(g(δ)) = 0 iff λ = λ0 and β = β0. The reduced from model
is identified.

2. The structural parameter case
Here, E(g(δ)) = 0 iff β = β0 and (1− θ)(1−βθ)/θ = (1− θ0)(1−β0θ0)/θ0.
By assumption θ0 > 0 (some of the firms always adjust). Therefore,

θ0(1 − βθ − θ + βθ2) = θ(1 − β0θ0 − θ0 + β0θ20), or
θ0 − βθθ0 − θθ0 − βθ2θ0 = θ − β0θ0θ − θ0θ − β0θ20θ.

Cancelling equal terms on both sides, we obtain: θ0βθ2θ0 = θ + β0θ20θ.
Imposing β = β0, we obtain: θ0 − β0θ2θ0 = θ − β0θ20θ.
Thus, (θ − θ0)(1 + β0θθ0), which holds when θ = θ0 ∪ θ = −(1/β0θ0).

The second possibility creates a problem in the sense that the structural
model is not identified – the t-statistics are not normally distributed.

Appendix 2 Hybrid New Keynesian Phillips Curve Identification
1. The reduced-form case

gt(δ) = zt•(πt − λst − γfEtπt+1 − γbπt−1 + λ0st + γfEtπt+1
+ γb0πt−1 − λ0st − γfEtπ(t + 1) − γb0πt−1)
= zt•εt − zt•(λ − λ0)st − zt•(γf − γf0)Etπt+1
− zt•(γb − γb0)πt−1.

Again, E(g(δ)) = 0 iff λ = λ0, γf = γf0 and γb = γb0. The reduced form
is identified.

2. The structural parameter case: Here, E(gt(δ)) = 0 iff⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

λ

γf

γb

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
=

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

(1−ω)(1−θ)(1−βθ)
θ+ω[1−θ(1−β)]

βθ
θ+ω[1−θ(1−β)]

ω
θ+ω[1−θ(1−β)]

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
=

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

(1−ω0)(1−θ0)(1−β0θ0)
θ0+ω0[1−θ0(1−β0)]

β0θ0
θ0+ω0[1−θ0(1−β0)]

ω0
θ0+ω0[1−θ0(1−β0)]

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
=

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

λ0

γf0

γb0

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
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Note that the derivations for nkpc correspond to a specification withω =
0, and it was not identified. Now we allow for additional layer of non-
linearity, therefore this model is not identified either and we can prove this
using Monte Carlo simulations.
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